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1. Itr?RODUCTION

We report solutions to the folloviing general problern:

Fix a base b and a positive integer k. Does every set of
positive integers tx1,...,Xk) have an integer rnultiplier
m > L such that none of mx1,...,mxg contains the digit 1

in various positions of its base b representation?

It has been known for more than a century ([1], p. 454) that
every positive integer x has a nultiple mx consisting of repeti-
tions of any prescribed string of digits followed perhaps by

zeros. Brit the structure of a set of numbers tmxl_,... tnxr) is not

sc easy to stipulate, even if we urerely reguire that the digits
differ from 1. Related questions are discussed in t1l chapter XX,

12) Chapter IX, and, in connection with the generation of pseudo-

random numbers , f.3I Section 3.2.

2. SLTMMARY OF RESULTS

Let the base b be a positive integer
variables k,[,D,X1r... rXk denote positive integers. our results
are the folloiring:



RESULT 1: i) If 2k

m such that none of

ii) It 2k : b,

for any m at least
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InXf r... rrnxg has leftnost digit 1.

then there exist sets {x1,...,Xk} such that
cne of nx1 , . . . tmxg has leftmost digit L.

RESULT 2: i) If b is not a prime pcwerr or if b = pn for sotne

prime p and k

is an m such that none of mx1

1.

ii)Ifb=pnandk

ix1'... rXk) sueh that for any n at reast one of DXfr... rhXk has

rightmost nonzero digit L.

RESULT 3: rf k < b 2 when b is priner oF k < the smarlest prine
factor of b when b is not prirne, then for any n and any set
{xl-r...,Xk} there is an m such that none of lnX1r...,RXk has the
digit L arnong its n rightmost ncnzero digits (a string of
consecutive digits the Iast of which is the rightrnost nonzero

digit of the number).

3. THE LEFTMOST DTGTT CASE

Given a set of positive integers x1, ... I Xk, we express then
scientific notation by xi = aiUki r+ith ki in {0,1 ,2,...} and

in [L,b)nQ, and we order thern so that a1 < < a1.

1n

ai
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Prooosil.ipn 3.1: Let b be > 3. The folloving are

Pa ge

eguivalent:

for each in+-eger n > 1 at least one of
r0x1,...,rnxk has leftnost digit equal to

(3.1".1)

and

and (3.1_.2)

Proof : suppose (3. r-.l-) fairs for sorne m. Then each mxi has

leftmost digit > 2. choose j such that 2b) S xr. bj*1, and let n

=j-k1.If(3.]..2)istrue,dilinductionshowst}ratmai<
for each i (*.i*f S 2na,

gives a contradiction since 2bn+1 < mbal < 2nag. bt*1.
Conversely, suppose (3.1.2) faiIs, ff uj*t

set ni = k1 for i < j and ni = k1+J. for i > j. Then it is
straightforir.ardtoverifythattheineguatities-].<
u'j *i "k-t- I I 2 can be rewritten as:

d. , 'I?I
a.

1

!.uk,-u:'

El

nax { 4- : t<i<k },xi *n1+1
'Xi

(3.L.3) is aLso true rghen F tk

Accordinnro," ";;;;-:":r""F#:.]'lr':". ::i";":.:r".r,
between the two bounCs in (3.1.3). Then 2blri+q

for all i and (3.j..L) fails r

Part i) of Result 1 is
( 3 . l-. 1) can only be true if
and this cannot occur if 2k

an inrcediate consequence of

iz - "1 
.a1, .ak_1,

3. l- since
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A set y is carred a nultjple of {xl,...,xk) if and onry if

= (nxl | . . . I nx1) for some positive integer m. y is called
E:asimultiple (in base b) of {x1,...,Xk} if and only if y =

tm''xl'un{r),...,h"Xk'bn(k) i where mt j.s a positive integer and

n(1) | . - . t n(k) are nonnegative integers. For example , 16,9,lr5) is
a nultiple of lz ,3 | 5| ' and { 9, 6oo, r.5o } is a quasinrultiple ( in
base 10) of {2,3,5}.

Part ii) of Result 1 follows from the next proposition.

4

Y

a

Proposition_ 3.2 :

of {1,2t...,zk-i
this property if

L€t zk > b. Then every

) has property (3.1. L) .

and only if zk > b.

quasimultiple {Xl-, . . . rxk}
There are other sets r*ith

Proof: The set T = {L,2
Hence it satisf ies (3, r.. r.) . since (3. r-. i.) is preserved under
quasimultiplication (rrnultiplication by poi+ers of b nerely adjoins
zeros on the right), guasirnultiples of ? arso satisfy (3.1".L).

rf {x1, . . . ,Xk} has property (3.1. r.) and is indexed as in
Proposition 3.1, then (3.L.2) can be rewritten as:

(3.2.1)
a.

rf 2k : b, + nu-1t equal 2 for each i. Then xi : zi-larbki for
each i. rr,.r" *1 = |}; is a fraction of the f orm $ with n odd.b^l 2\
f t follows easily that xi = rn.2ni where each rni is a distinct
integer mod k. Hence {x1, . ..,Xk} is a guasirnurtipre 

-of T. on the
other hand, if 2k t b, we can choose fractions ri = "*1t satisfy-

t

1<
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ing (3.2.1) with each ineguality satisfied strictly and the
produet less than nin {u,ek-l). we also choose a fraction a1:1
such that al.12.....rg
to have the form + with m odd. Hurtiplying each ai =

a1'r2'-..'ri by the smallest power of b that makes the product an

integer, w€ get xits satisfying (3.r..2) and hence (3.1.1). since
each xi is odd, {x1,... rxk} cannot be a quasiraultipJ-e of T. r

4. THE RIGHTMOST IIGIT CASE

Proposition" 4.1: Let b be neither a prime nor a prirne power. Then

for any set of positive integers x1,... rXk there is an integer m

Proof: Express b as the product of twc relatively prirne integers
r and s greater than 1. Let t be the hi.ghest power of r that
occurs in any of X1r,.. rXk, and 1et m = =t*1.

rf for sone i the rightrnost nonzero digit of mxi is L, then
mxi = "t*1*i - bn-1 qnod bn; for some positive integer n. so ,t-1
divides xi and n r, < t. Removing the comrnon factor "t-1 from
the equation above, w€ conclude that s divides a pcwer of r.
Since this is irnpossible, all of the integers mxl have rightmost
nonzero digit distinct from l_.

Proposition 4.2: Let b = pn where p is a prine. Then the follow-
ing are eguivalent:
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for each integer a > 1 at least one of
DXlr... rmxk has rightrnost nonzero digit Ii

pege 5

(4.2.r)

and

for each positive integer c in {1,...,b-1} that
is relatively priroe to p and each integer i in
{0,...,tr-1}, there is an x in {xl_r...,Xk} such (4.2.2)

i n+ithat y - cp^ (rnod p"'^) where y is the guotient
obtained by dividing x by the highest potu-er of b in x.

Proof: suppcse that (4.2.2) holds. To establish (4.2.L), we

assume r*ithout loss of generality that m is a positive integer
not divisible by b. Then m = aps where a is a positive integer
not divisible by p and O

tively prine, there are integers c and d such that ac + bd = l-

with l-

(4.2.2) so that y - c (nod b). ?hen ny - mc E 1 (urod b). So ny

has rightmost digit i., and (4.2.L) holds for mx. rf s > J-, let i
: n s and choose x,y as in (4.Z.2t so that y - cpn-s (nod

o2n-sr. Then ny ! acpn (nod p2t) - pn (mod p2n) - b (rnod u2).
Thus ny has its t.*o rightrnost digits equar to 10, mx has riEht-
most nonzero digit L, and (4.2.1) holds.

conversely, suppose (4.2.L) holds. Remove ar1 powers of b

from each xi, and the resulti.ng set {yi,...,yi<} stil1 satisfies
(4.2.r) with none of the yi's divisible by b. t€t c be any

integer from 1 to b-1 relatively prime to p. choose integers a

and d sueh that ac + bd = L and 1 < a < b-i-. Let n = aptr i with o
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has rightncst nonzero digit l. Then my ] apn-iy r bs (nod

for sone s : 0. since p does not divide a and b does not
y, s = t and pi divides y. Then iy - pi (mod pn*i), and y =

(ac + bd)y . cpi (nrod pn*i), as reguired in (4,2.2) .

page 7

b"*1 )

divide

I

Coro]lary 4.3: Let

satisfying (4.2.L)

b = pD. Then there exist sets {x1,...,Xk1 such

if and only if k > n(pn - pt-1).

Preof: The number of positive integers c in {1,...,b-1} rela-
tivel-y prine to p is pn pt-1, and the nurnber of equations of
the forn y - cpj (mod pt*j), 1yith c as above and 0 < j < n-1, is
n (pn pt-1) . rt is easy to see that no integer y satisfies two

different eguations of this forn. Thus (4.2.2), and hence

(4.2.I), can be satisfied precisely nhen k > n(pn - pt-1). I

Parts i) and ii) of Result 2 follow at once frour proposition

4.1 and Corollary 4.3.

5. STRTNGS OF RTGHTMOS? DTGTTS

Lenrna 5. 1: Let (zL,

integers satisfying
.,zk) be an ordered k-tuple of positive

I i=f g"a(b,z) < b z.
4-r (5.1.1)

Then for every

an integer m j-n

ordered k-tuple (yt,...,yk) of integers, there is
{1,...,b-1} such that none of the eguations
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nzi : yi (nod b)

is true.

If it is assuned that

i = 1r... rk

pege I

(5.1.2)

I i=T qcd(b,zi) : b L,
I_I

(5.1_.3)

the conclusion above holds for some integer n in {0,.,.,b-1}.

Proof: By elementary number theory ([4], p. 102) the eguation mzi

r yi (mod b) has a solution m in the integers mod b if and only

if yi is divisible by gcd(b,z!). when such a solution exists,
there are exactry gcd1b,z1) of theur. rf we assume the worst, then

eguations (5.L.2) all have distinet sorutions. This leaves

tb l. - I i:f gcd(b,zi)) (> o) integers rn among the integers
L,2,...,b-1 to sati.sfy the conditions of the lemma.

The last statement is proved similarly. I

The n ri-ghtmcst nonzero diqits of x refers to the string of n

successive digits in x vhose rightnost mernber is the ri-ghtnost

nonzero digit of x. Thus, for example, in base 10 the three
rightnost nonzero digits of 740t5OO are 405.

Proposition 5.2: Let {x1,...,Xk} be a set of positive integers
r*hose rightnrost nonzero digits satisfy ( 5. L. l) , and let n be a

positive integer. Then there exists an integer m in {1r...,bn-1}
such that none of DXt,...mxk has the digit 3- among its n right-
most nonzero diqits.
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Proof : Let zL,...,zk be the rightrnost digi.ts of x1,...,Xk, none

of them zero rvithout loss of generality. By r.emma 5.L choose D0,

the rightrnost digit of m, in {1,... rb-1} so that the equations

Lemrna 5. L choose nj in { 1, . .

tj"i r l, - uij (nod b), i :

0. Then m is as required.

such that gcd(b,zg) = L

such that gcd(b, zi) {5.2.1)

.,b-1) so that none of the eguations

1,...,k, ho1ds. For j > n, set mi =

t

nozi E 1 (mod

IIlgZi - 0 (nod

b)

b)

for

for

aI

1

(i = 1,...,k) are alr false. Then mozi (nod b), the rightnost
digit of mx1, is in the set (2,...,b-1) for each i.

rf the first j digits of m from right to left ilo,...,nj_l
have already been chosen, then the (j*t)th digit of mxi will
eguar rjri + uij (rnod b), where uij is an integer depending on

the first j digits of n and xi and the (j+l)th digit of xi. By

Pfgof of Result 3: Let q be the srnallest

rightmost nonzero di.gits zi of x1 sati-sfy

x' tllrt

prine factor
gcd(b,21) : :

of b. The

If

(s.3.1)

then (5. l-. l,) is true and propositi.on (s.2) yields Result 3.

When b is prirne or k

ensure that (5.3.1-) holds. Thus Lte need only consider the case

when b is composite and k = q.

Suppose until further notice that gcd(b,zi) is srnaller than
b/q, for at least one i. Then the left side of (5.L.L) is bounded
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above by (g Ll (b/q,) + rr rrhere rr is the second largest factor
of b, the largest being r = b/q,. If rl
again. If not, ! = 6 or 4.

If b = 6, then q = 2 and {zy,z2} is a pair. Either mg = 1

fails to sati.sfy each of the two eguations (5.2.1.) or erse one of
z7 and z2 is l-. rn the latter case, 9cd(b,z).; + gcd (b,22) < 3 + t

induction in Proposition 5.2 can proceed using (5.1.3) since
gcd (b , 21) + gcd (b , 22)

to zero if necessary (for j > 1).

rf b = 4, then q = 2 again. An argument simirar to the last
one applies except when {z1,z2l = (I,2}. Then ng = 3 can be used

to farsify eguations (5.2.1), and z + l. < 4 - 1 insures that
(5.1.3) applies to the later digits of n.

Finally, suppose gcd(b,zi) = r for each i = 1,...,g. Then

each xi = yirs r.lith s

dividing all xi. Then {yt,...,yq} is covered by the earlier
arguments since not all yits are divisibre by r. rf none of
my1, . . . ,myg has 1rs among the n rightrnost digits, the same is
true for (qsmlx1,..., (qsn)Xq = nyibs rnyeb

6. FURTHER OUES?TONS

l-. To what extent do these results apply to other digits (or
strings of digits) and other positions? For exarnple, under what

conditions can we ensure that the two rightaost nonzero digits
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differ fron 1?

2. can the hypotheses of Result 3 be weakened, or are they
necessary as well as sufficient?

3. What are the smallest rnu).tipliers needed in Results L, 2,
and 3? The proofs provide upper bounds, but calcurations suggest
that much smaller rnultipliers wilr often suffice.

4. under what conditions can 1rs be eliminated in every
position? Result l_ shows that 2k

Hor+ever, even the f ol lowing elernentary guestion remains un-
answered for bases

every m at least one of mx or my contains the digit L?
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